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Abstract—Software defect prediction can help to allocate testing resources efficiently through ranking software modules according to their defects. Existing software defect prediction models that are optimized to predict explicitly the number of defects in a software module might fail to give an accurate order because it is very difficult to predict the exact number of defects in a software module due to noisy data. This paper introduces a learning-to-rank approach to construct software defect prediction models by directly optimizing the ranking performance. In this paper, we build on our previous work, and further study whether the idea of directly optimizing the model performance measure can benefit software defect prediction model construction. The work includes two aspects: one is a novel application of the learning-to-rank approach to real-world data sets for software defect prediction, and the other is a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of the learning-to-rank method against other algorithms that have been used for predicting the order of software modules according to the predicted number of defects. Our empirical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of directly optimizing the model performance measure for the learning-to-rank approach to construct defect prediction models for the ranking task.

Index Terms—Software defect prediction, learning-to-rank, software metrics, count models, metric selection.

ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS

SDP Software Defect Prediction
NBR Negative Binomial Regression

SVM Support Vector Machine
RF Random Forest
LS Least Squares
AAE Average Absolute Errors
ARE Average Relative Errors
CLC Cumulative Lift Chart
FPA Fault-Percentile-Average
LTR Learning-to-Rank
BART Bayesian Additive Regression Trees
RP Recursive Partitioning
ZINBR Zero-Inflated NBR
ZIPR Zero-Inflated Poisson Regression
HNBR Hurdle NBR
HPR Hurdle Poisson Regression
InfoGain Information Gain
LOC Lines of Code
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic
AUC Area under the ROC curve
CE Cost-Effectiveness
EA Evolutionary Algorithms
CoDE Composite Differential Evolution
PCA Principal Component Analysis
ranksum Wilcoxon rank-sum test
s- implies: statistical(ly)

NOTATIONS

$\mathbf{x}$ the vector of metrics of a software module, which can be written as $\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d\}$
$x_i$ the value for the $i$th metric
$d$ number of metrics
$f(\mathbf{x})$ the predicted defect number of $\mathbf{x}$
$\alpha_i$ the corresponding parameters for $x_i$ to decide the prediction model
$k$ number of software modules
$n_i$ the actual defect number in module $i$
$n$ the total number of defects in all modules
$\text{trapezoid}_{m}$ the area of the trapezoid composed of two adjacent points and the axes in the CLC
I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE defect prediction (SDP) employs software metrics [1], [2] (also referred to as software features or software attributes, such as lines of code (LOC) [3], and change information [4]) to predict their defect-proneness to support software testing activities [5], [6]. The most frequently investigated goals of SDP models include ordering new software modules based on their defect-proneness [7], and classifying whether or not new software modules have defects [8]. This paper considers the former case, which we refer to as SDP for the ranking task.

The process of SDP for the ranking task mainly includes two parts: data collection, and model construction. To illustrate the process more clearly, we describe it based on the simple example in Table I. Firstly, data are obtained from old software modules with known defect numbers (A, B, and C in Table I), including values of all software metrics (lines of code, previous defects, and lines added), and the numbers of defects (defect number). After that, we use modelling approaches such as machine learning methods to construct a model based on the obtained data. The learned model describes the relationship between software metrics and the number of defects. Therefore, after collecting all metric values of new software modules (D, E, and F in this example), we can use the learned model to predict the numbers of defects of these new modules. Thus we can obtain an order of D, E, and F based on the predicted defect numbers, and allocate testing resources according to the order (for instance, more testing resources for modules with more defects).

There are numerous approaches to constructing SDP models that sort new software modules based on their defect-proneness, including regression and classification methods, such as negative binomial regression (NBR) [3], support vector machine (SVM) [9], random forest (RF) [10], and Poisson regression [11]. These approaches obtain SDP models by maximum likelihood estimation or least squares (LS), focusing on the fitting of each sample. In other words, these approaches construct SDP models by minimizing the individual-based loss functions (classification or regression). There exist some performance measures such as average absolute errors (AAE) and average relative errors (ARE) for evaluating these prediction models [12].

However, the purpose of SDP for the ranking task is to predict which modules are likely to have most defects to allocate software quality enhancement efforts [7], [10], [11]. That is, the goal of SDP for the ranking task is to predict the relative defect number, although estimating the precise number of defects of the modules is better than estimating the ranks of modules, because the precise number of defects can give more information than the ranks. Nevertheless, to predict the precise number of defects of a module is hard or even impossible to do due to the lack of good quality data in practice. Actually, for those existing approaches that tried to predict explicitly the number of defects in a software module, they used these predicted numbers to rank the modules anyway, to direct the software quality assurance team in targeting the most faulty modules first [3], [10], [11]. Hence, Ohlsson [13] proposed the Alberg diagram [13] (also referred to as cumulative lift chart (CLC) [6]) as the performance measure, and Weyukers et al. [10] applied fault-percentile-average (FPA) and the percentage of defects in the first 20% modules to evaluate prediction models.

In other words, it is the order of software modules according to their defects instead of the specific defect numbers that is used for guiding the assignment of testing resources for SDP for the ranking task. In this case, it is more natural to learn the ranking of software modules directly, rather than to predict the precise number of defects in each module, and then use such numbers to rank the modules. Actually, for SDP for the ranking task, models with higher prediction accuracy (smaller AAE or ARE) might give a worse ranking. For example, assuming that D, E, and F in Table I have 2, 3, and 4 defects, model M predicts that D, E, and F have 0, 1, and 2 defects respectively, while model N predicts that D, E, and F have 2, 0, and 4 defects respectively. Although model M has a better prediction accuracy (according to AAE and ARE), the order given by model N is what we desire. Therefore, we propose to construct models by directly optimizing the ranking performance. To be specific, we propose a learning-to-rank (LTR) approach to solve SDP for the ranking task.

In this paper, our key contributions include the following.

1) A novel approach (the LTR approach) to SDP for the ranking task.

2) A comprehensive investigation of SDP for the ranking task including ten construction algorithms evaluated on eleven real-world data sets, some of which have multiple releases.

3) An investigation of the effectiveness of different software metrics for building SDP models for the ranking task using feature selection.

This paper is based on our previous work [14]. However, this paper differs from the previous work mainly in the following ways.

1) We apply the LTR method to the data sets with multiple releases, which was not included in our previous work.

2) We provide a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of the LTR approach against more algorithms for constructing SDP models for the ranking task. In our previous work [14], we compared the LTR approach with only three methods. In this paper, we firstly compare it with the same model obtained by LS, to verify whether or not directly optimizing the model performance measure can construct better SDP models. Subsequently, we compare the LTR approach with eight existing methods, including all models used in Weyuker et al.’s comparison study [10], and four count models used in Gao et al.’s investigation [11], which are NBR, Bayesian additive regression trees...
(BART), recursive partitioning (RP), zero-inflated NBR (ZINBR), zero-inflated Poisson regression (ZIPR), hurdle NBR (HNBR), hurdle Poisson regression (HPR), and RF.

3) We present an investigation of the relationship between two performance measures for evaluating SDP models for the ranking task: FPA, and CLC. Both FPA [10] and CLC [13] were proposed to evaluate SDP models for the ranking task. Both are based on the whole ranking given by prediction models, and put more emphasis on the former ranking. They seem to describe the same thing, but it is unclear how they relate to each other, and whether they capture the same characteristics of the prediction models, so it is interesting to investigate their relationship, which was not included in our previous work.

4) We study the effectiveness of different software metrics for constructing SDP models for the ranking task. Menzies et al. [15], and Wang et al. [16] pointed out that three metrics could work as well as all metrics. Filter-based metric selection methods have been applied for some data sets [17]. However, all such work was done for the classification task instead of the ranking task. In addition, filter-based metric selection was only applied to a limited number of data sets. Therefore, we investigate the effectiveness of different software metrics over eleven data sets by applying information gain (InfoGain). InfoGain is used because the empirical studies have demonstrated its effectiveness [15], [17] for SDP for the classification task.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of related work in SDP. In Section III, we describe our LTR approach. Section IV details the experimental methodologies. Experimental results are given in Section V. We describe the threats to validity in Section VI. Section VII draws the conclusions, and points out future work.

II. RELATED WORK

SDP has been researched for decades because of its potential power in helping software developers to efficiently allocate testing resources. In this section, we review related work in two categories: software metrics, and model construction approaches.

A. Software Metrics

As pointed out by Fenton et al. [1], the quality of data is very important, and software metrics play an important role in describing the data. Early software metrics were based on size and structure, such as LOC and McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity [18]. Subsequently, object orientation-based metrics [19] and change metrics [4] were introduced.

Graves et al. [20] computed correlation between different complexity metrics, and found that most of the complexity metrics were highly correlated to LOC, which implied the existence of redundant metrics. Zimmermann et al. [7] applied Spearman correlation to study the relationship between software metrics and defects, and found that a single metric was insufficient for predicting the number of defects.

Menzies et al. [15] applied InfoGain to select metrics based on their information, and found that using two or three out of 38 static code metrics could work as well as using all metrics, which reflected the usefulness of metric selection in SDP. However, they pointed out that the choice of learning methods is far more important than the choice of subsets of data used for learning. Wang et al. [16] utilized a threshold-based metric selection technique to remove irrelevant and redundant software metrics. Wang et al. [16] also found that an effective defect classifier could be built with only three metrics. Khoshgoftaar et al. [17] compared seven filter-based metric selection methods for SDP for the classification task, and showed the effectiveness of InfoGain and signal to noise ratio. However, specific results depended on specific classification models. Xu et al. [21] applied principal component analysis to obtain six components to reduce the dimension of the data, which could simplify the model.

B. Model Construction Approaches

According to Catal et al.’s review [22], machine learning algorithms were the most popular methods for constructing SDP models, including RF [23], and SVM [24]. With an increasing number of methods, some researchers conducted comparisons of model construction methods to define and motivate a baseline. For example, Lessmann et al. [25] conducted a large-scale benchmarking of 22 classification algorithms over 10 public-domain datasets from NASA MDP and PROMISE repositories. Lessmann et al. used AUC as the indicator, and found that RF was best, but no significant performance differences existed among 17 classifiers. However, Arisholm et al. [26], [27] pointed out that the regular confusion matrix criteria were not clearly related to SDP, and proposed a new indicator (cost-effectiveness (CE)) to more appropriately evaluate SDP models based on the assumption that testing cost was likely to be proportional to the size of software modules in some testing processes. Subsequently, Mende et al. [28] also proposed a similar indicator.

Compared with classification SDP, the research on SDP for the ranking task was limited [11]. Ohlsson and Alberg [13] used a linear regression method to construct SDP models. They used the models to predict the number of defects in software modules before coding started. Ohlsson et al. [13] applied the Alberg diagram (the same as CLC) and the percentages of defects in the top modules to evaluate the SDP models, and demonstrated the usefulness of the Alberg diagram.

Ostrand et al. [3] applied NBR and a very simple model based on only LOC to construct models to predict the expected number of defects in each module of the next release of a large commercial system, employing the percentages of defects in the top 20% modules to evaluate SDP models. NBR achieved better results than the simple model. However, from their graphs of the actual defects and models, there remained much space for improving the SDP models. Ostrand et al. also used the prediction models to give the order of modules according to the defect density.

Gao et al. [11] compared eight count models over a full-scale industrial software system. The comparative study showed that ZINBR and HNBR were more effective according to pairwise hypothesis testing techniques, information criteria-based comparative techniques, and Pearson’s chi-square measure, but HPR with a threshold of 2 was better according to prediction accuracy AAE and ARE. The comparison results of model construction methods highly depended on the performance measures for...
evaluating models. Therefore, it is important to use the appropriate performance measures for evaluating SDP models.

Weyuker et al. [10] compared four approaches (NBR, RF, RP, and BART) for predicting the ranking of modules based on defects. Weyuker et al. proposed a new performance measure, FPA. Similar to CLC, FPA was based on the whole ranking given by prediction models, and put more emphasis on the former ranking. Experimental results indicated that NBR and RF models performed better than RP and BART models according to the percentages of defects in the top 20% modules and FPA. Because of a longer time for fitting RF and the non-deterministic results of RF models, Weyuker et al. concluded that linear and additive models were good and realistic for SDP.

All these existing methods constructed models by optimizing the indirect loss functions instead of directly optimizing the ranking performance measures, which can cause the potential problem that a good model according to the indirect loss functions could give poor results according to the ranking performance measures. In this paper, we describe a LTR approach to directly optimize the ranking performance.

From the above related work, we can see that most work with SDP for the ranking task ignored the module size. The possible reason might be that it is debatable whether knowing which files have the highest defect counts or knowing which files have the highest defect density is more helpful. Ostrand et al. [3] pointed out that “discussions with software testers convinced us that it is often more valuable for testers to know which files had the largest numbers of faults rather than the largest fault densities since that would allow them to better identify most of the faults quickly”. Hence, we ignore the module size in this paper. When the ranking according to defect density is needed, we can change the predicted value of the number of defects into the defect density.

III. LEARNING-TO-RANK APPROACH

Given a vector of metrics of a software module \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d) \), the goal of SDP for the ranking task is to predict its relative defect number, which is denoted as \( f(\mathbf{x}) \). Because Weyuker et al. [10] pointed out that linear and additive models were good and realistic for SDP, and because the generalized linear models (such as logistic models and Poisson models) give the same ranking as the simple linear model when their parameters are fixed, we study a simple linear model:

\[
f(\mathbf{x}) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \alpha_i x_i
\]

where the \( \alpha_i \) are the corresponding parameters obtained by training based on data from old software modules with known defect numbers. Once the \( \alpha_i \) are fixed, the model is learned, and can be used for prediction.

In previous studies [10], [11], the parameters were often obtained by LS or maximum likelihood, which were fitted with explicit defect numbers. The potential problem of doing this is that a good regression model according to these functions might not give a good ranking evaluated by model performance measures, such as CLC [13], the percentages of defects contained in the top 20% modules [13], and FPA [10]. In our work, we directly optimize the ranking performance of SDP models to obtain the parameters. Because the performance measures of models are often non-differentiable, we employ meta-heuristic methods that can optimize non-differentiable objectives, such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs). In particular, we apply composite differential evolution (CoDE) [29], which has exhibited good performance compared with other methods. Details of using CoDE to optimize the parameters of linear models are shown as follows.

1) Input M training vectors \( \mathbf{x}_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{id}) \) \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \), and the objective function (FPA).

2) Initialize the population size (number of solutions at each generation) to \( N \). Randomly generate \( N \) solutions that compose \( P_0 \), and compute their objective function values. Set the generation number \( t = 0 \).

3) While \( t < t_{max} \) (maximal generation number to decide termination), do the following.

   a) For each solution \( v_k \) in \( P_t \), do crossover and mutation to generate three new solutions according to the following three generation strategies.

   i) rand-1-bin

   \[
u_{i,j,t} = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_{r1,j,t} + F \cdot (\alpha_{r2,j,t} - \alpha_{r3,j,t}) & \text{if } rand < C_r, \\
\alpha_{i,j,t} & \text{or } j = j_{rand}, \\
\end{cases}
\]

   ii) rand-2-bin

   \[
u_{i,j,t} = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_{r1,j,t} + F \cdot (\alpha_{r2,j,t} - \alpha_{r3,j,t}) & \text{if } rand < C_r, \\
\alpha_{r1,j,t} - F \cdot (\alpha_{r4,j,t} - \alpha_{r5,j,t}) & \text{or } j = j_{rand}, \\
\end{cases}
\]

   iii) current-to-rand-1

   \[
u_{i,j,t} = \alpha_{i,j,t} + rand \cdot (\alpha_{r1,j,t} - \alpha_{i,j,t}) + F \cdot (\alpha_{r2,j,t} - \alpha_{r3,j,t})
\]

Each generation strategy creates a new solution \( \nu_{i,j,t} \). F and the crossover control parameter \( C_r \) are randomly chosen from three control parameter settings \([F = 1.0, C_r = 0.1], [F = 1.0, C_r = 0.9], \) and \([F = 0.8, C_r = 0.2] \). \( r1-r5 \) are distinct integers randomly selected from the range \([1, N] \). \( rand \) and \( F_1 \) denote uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1, and \( j_{rand} \) is a randomly chosen integer from 1 to d. The best vector among the three new solutions and \( v_k \) according to the objective function value is saved as a solution in the new population \( P_{t+1} \).

b) \( t + 1 \).

4) Return the best solution according to the objective function in \( P_{t+1} \), and output the model \( f(\mathbf{x}) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \alpha_i x_i \).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES

In this section, we detail the methodologies used in our experimental studies, including research questions, data sets, compared model construction methods, evaluation measures, and the implementation.
A. Research Questions

1. About metrics: How many software metrics are most appropriate for building SDP models for the ranking task over two sets of data? Which metrics are most effective over these two sets of data?

For the classification task, related questions have been investigated by Wang et al. [16], and Menzies et al. [15]. We answer the above two questions for the ranking task. The total number of metrics is about 200 over all eleven data sets. The selected numbers of metrics are set to 2, 3(1 + 2), 5(2 + 3), 8(3 + 5) \ldots, 144(55 + 89), and all metrics. The LTR approach [14] is used as the model construction method, and 10-fold cross-validation is used to obtain the results.

InfoGain [15] is used as the metric selection method in this paper. Other feature selection methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) may also be used. We use InfoGain because the empirical studies have demonstrated its effectiveness for SDP for the classification task [15], [17]. Although PCA is a famous method, PCA converts the original metrics into a set of principal components that might be simultaneously related to several original metrics. The principal components are not the original metrics, and could not reflect the effectiveness of the original metrics directly. InfoGain can tell the effectiveness of the original metrics, and might tell which metrics should be collected in the first place.

InfoGain [15] is a metric selection method based on the rank of information gain. Given a metric’s minimum and maximum values, a particular value \( n \) is replaced by \( \frac{n - \text{min}}{(\text{max} - \text{min})/16} \). The number of bits required to encode an arbitrary class distribution \( C \) is \( H(C) \):

\[
H(C) = - \sum_{c \in C} p(c) \log_2 p(c).
\]

For classification problems, \( C \) includes \( c_1 \) (defect-free) and \( c_2 \) (defect-prone), and \( p(c) \) is the corresponding frequency of defect-prone and defect-free modules. For ranking problems, there would be too many classes for \( C \) if we use all defect numbers because some modules have more than 100 defects. Therefore, we divide the defect numbers into \( m \) (square root of the maximum defect number) classes. If \( A \) is a set of metrics, the number of bits required to encode a class after observing a metric is

\[
H(C | A) = - \sum_{a \in A} p(a) \sum_{c \in C} p(c | a) \log_2 p(c | a).
\]

Then the highest ranked metric \( A_t \) is the one that most reduces the encoding required for the data after using that metric:

\[
\text{InfoGain}(A_t) = H(C) - H(C | A_t).
\]

In this paper, we adopt the iterative InfoGain subsetting, using the \( f = 1, 2, \ldots, d \)th top-ranked metrics.

2. What can the LTR approach bring to constructing SDP models by directly optimizing the model performance measure?

The LTR approach obtains a linear model by optimizing the ranking performance directly. To verify whether or not directly optimizing the ranking performance measure can bring advantages for constructing SDP models for the ranking task, we compare it with the same linear model optimized by LS.

3. How does the performance of the LTR approach compare with existing methods over a large collection of data sets?

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study, including eight existing approaches on eleven data sets, to evaluate whether the LTR approach is comparable to existing nonlinear models.

4. How does the performance of the LTR approach compare with existing methods over data sets with more releases?

SDP models are often trained according to the old software, and then used to predict the defects of software modules in the new release [3], [7]. Results based on data sets with more releases are particularly interesting and useful in practice. Therefore, we compare the methods over data sets with more releases by using the former release as training data, and the latter one as testing data.

B. Data Sets

To facilitate the comparison between our work and others, and to make our work reproducible by others, we use existing benchmark data sets in our paper, including two sets of publicly available data.

One set is the benchmark presented by D’Ambros et al. [5], including data over a five year period from five open-source software systems: Eclipse JDT Core (eclipse), Eclipse PDE UI (pde), Equinox framework (equinox), Mylyn, and Apache Lucene (lucene). D’Ambros et al. [5] used a six month time interval for post-release defects for validation (i.e., not all defects in the history) to emulate a real-life scenario. The data were collected according to six sets of metrics: process metrics, previous defects, source code metrics, entropy of changes, churn of source code metrics, and entropy of source code metrics. To be specific, the data for each system included values of all the above metrics for each version of each class of the system, and the post-release defect number for each class. Some data were extracted from the change log, and the defects were extracted from the defect repository, linked to the transactions and the system classes referencing them. The data were designed to perform defect prediction at the class level. We combine all the metrics into one data set, and hence we can get five data sets with the corresponding defect numbers. The detailed process of data collection can be found in D’Ambros et al.’s work [5].

Considering that SDP models are usually used for predicting defects of a new release or a new software that is similar to the software providing training data, we also use the other data sets, the Eclipse data sets provided by Zimmermann et al. [7]. To avoid potential confusion, we denote the latter Eclipse as Eclipse II. Eclipse II involves three releases, so that we can use release 2.1 as the training data to construct a model, and then use the learned model to predict the defect numbers of modules in release 2.2, which is similar to real applications, and can better demonstrate the performance of the learned model. Eclipse II was collected according to two kinds of metrics: complexity metrics, and metrics based on the structure of abstract syntax trees. One was collected at the file-level, and the other was collected at the package-level. The corresponding number of defects used here is the number of non-trivial defects reported in
the first six months after release. The details can be found in Zimmermann et al.’s work [7].

The characteristics of these data sets are shown in Table II. The column of faulty modules records the number of modules having defects, and the column of total defects records the total number of defects in all modules of the corresponding data set.

C. Existing Model Construction Methods

In this subsection, we briefly introduce eight existing model construction approaches used for comparison, including NBR, BART, RP, ZINBR, ZIPR, HNBR, HPR, and RF. Details can be found in Weyuker et al.’s comparison study [10], and Gao et al.’s investigation [11]. They are divided into two categories: variations of the Poisson regression model, and regression trees.

1) Variations of Poisson Regression Model: NBR has been popularly used for SDP [3], [10]. NBR, ZINBR, ZIPR, HNBR, and HPR are all variations of Poisson regression [11]. NBR models the logarithm of the expected number of defects as a linear combination of the metrics, so if the parameters are the same as the linear model, they can achieve the same ranking. Both zero-inflated models and hurdle models can explicitly model the excessive occurrence of zero defects. Zero-inflated models assume that modules having zero defects come from two different sources. The hurdle models directly partition the modules into a lower count group and a higher count group, assuming that each group follows some distributions. Therefore, FPA is actually the average of the proportions of actual defects in the top \( m \) predicted modules to the whole defects

\[
\text{FPA} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \Pr(X_i = 1 | \mathbf{z})
\]

Then the FPA [10] is defined as

\[
\text{FPA} = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{m=1}^{k} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=k-m+1}^{k} n_i
\]

Therefore, FPA is actually the average of the proportions of actual defects in the top \( m \) (\( m = 1, 2, \ldots, k \)) modules to the whole defects, which is a more comprehensive performance measure than the percentage of defects in the top 20% modules. A higher FPA means a better ranking, where the modules with most defects come first.

2) Relationship Between FPA and CLC: CLC [6] uses the percentages of modules as the x-axis, and the percentages of defects as the y-axis. When it is used to compare methods, we always use the area under CLC, which is simply denoted as CLC in this paper. Considering that \( k \) modules are listed in increasing order of predicted defect number as \( f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_k \), and assuming that \( n_i \) is the actual defect number in the module \( i \), \( n = n_1 + n_2 + \cdots + n_k \) is the total number of defects. The relationship between FPA and CLC can be represented by the equation above, where CLC and FPA are linearly related, and should be consistent to evaluate models for the ranking task. Therefore, one of them is sufficient to evaluate

\[
\text{CLC} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=k-m+1}^{k} n_i
\]

According to the equation above, CLC and FPA are linearly related, and should be consistent to evaluate models for the ranking task. Therefore, one of them is sufficient to evaluate
SDP models for ranking tasks. We adopt FPA as the performance measure in this paper because it is the up-to-date measure proposed to evaluate ranking SDP models, and its formula is easier to understand (the average of proportions of actual defects in the top predicted modules).

E. Implementation

To follow Weyuker et al.’s comparison study [10], all compared methods, including the simple linear model optimized by LS, are implemented in R. For RF, RP, and BART, we use the suggested parameters in Weyuker et al.’s comparison study. For other variations of Poisson regression, we use the default parameters. The LTR approach is implemented in Java. For CoDE in the LTR approach, we set the feasible solution space to \( \Omega = \prod_{i=1}^{m} [-20, 20] \). The population size and maximal generation are set to 100, which are shown to be sufficient from our results (the algorithm converges to similar solutions). For eleven individual data sets, we apply 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the methods, which splits the data sets into 10 folds, with 9 folds for training to build a model, and the remaining fold as a validation set to evaluate the model, with each fold used once as a validation set. To conduct cross-validation, we randomly produce the index before splitting, and hence all training and testing sets each time. For Eclipse_II, we use the former release as the training set, and use the subsequent release as the validation set.

The Wilcoxon rank-sum test (which is called ranksum for short) at 0.05 significance is used as the statistical test, which is a non-parametric test of the null hypothesis that two populations are the same against an alternative hypothesis, especially that a particular population tends to have larger values than the other. Using ranksum is appropriate in our experiments, because the results meet the assumptions for the ranksum test.

According to the research questions, we conduct the following experiments.

1. Apply InfoGain to select different numbers of metrics to discover the appropriate number of metrics that can achieve competitive results with the whole set of metrics, and find out which metrics are effective for SDP for the ranking task.

2. Compare our linear model with the linear model optimized by LS to understand the effects of directly optimizing the ranking performance measures.

3. Compare the LTR approach with eight existing methods over eleven data sets.

4. Compare LTR and other methods over data sets with more than one release.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the corresponding experimental results according to the four research questions.

A. Investigation of Metrics for SDP for the Ranking Task

The goal of this subsection is to answer the first research question. Table III shows the FPA results based on different numbers of metrics. The ranksum at 0.05 significance is used to test whether or not the models based on some of the metrics selected by InfoGain are significantly different from models based on all metrics. We use italics to mark the results if they are significantly different. According to Table III, models based on only two or three metrics work as well as models based on all metrics over all data sets. For some data sets such as Package3.0 and lucene, models based on only three metrics achieve larger FPA than models based on all metrics. We show the three most effective metrics selected by InfoGain for each data set in Table IV.

In Table IV, the metric \( NBR_{max} \) is selected by InfoGain over all six Eclipse_II data sets, which indicates the importance of max nested block depth for these data sets. Max nested block depth might reflect the difficulty of the corresponding modules.

\[
CLC = \sum_{m=1}^{k} \text{trapezoid}_m
= \left( \frac{1}{k} \right) \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( \frac{n_k}{n} + \frac{n_k + \cdots + n_1}{n} \right)
= \left( \frac{1}{2k} \right) \left( \frac{(2k - 1)n_k + (2k - 3)n_{k-1} + \cdots + 3n_2 + n_1}{n} \right)
= \left( \frac{1}{2kn} \right) \left( 2kn_k + 2n_{k-1}(k-1) + \cdots + 2n_1 - n \right)
= \left( \frac{1}{kn} \right) \left( n_k(k + n_{k-1}(k-1) + \cdots + n_1) - \frac{1}{2k} \right)
= \left( \frac{1}{k} \right) \left( \frac{n_k}{n} + \frac{n_k + \cdots + n_1}{n} \right) - \frac{1}{2k}
= FPA \left( \frac{1}{2k} \right)
\]
TABLE IV
THREE METRICS SELECTED BY INFOGAIN ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT TASKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>datasets</th>
<th>selected metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Files2.0</td>
<td>NBD_max, SimpleName, SUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files2.1</td>
<td>SimpleName, NBD_max, SUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files3.0</td>
<td>NBD_max, Block, SimpleName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package2.0</td>
<td>NBD_max, NOM_max, ImportDeclaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package2.1</td>
<td>NBD_max, Modifier, ImportDeclaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package3.0</td>
<td>NBD_max, NOCU, TLOC_max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse</td>
<td>CVS_entropy, ent-numberOfLinesOfCode, log-entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equinox</td>
<td>CVS_logEntropy, CVS_entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucene</td>
<td>CVS_logEntropy, log-entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mylyn</td>
<td>fanOut, exp-ent-numberOfLinesOfCode, exp-churn-numberOfLinesOfCode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pde</td>
<td>CVS_entropy, lin-ent-rfc, CVS_entropy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in some degree, and thus relate to the defects. Other selected metrics for these data sets are mainly based on the structure of abstract syntax trees instead of complexity metrics. For the other five data sets, most selected metrics are change metrics, including the complexity code change, churn, and entropy. These observations are consistent with the previous studies [5], [20].

The similarities among different data sets could indicate which metrics are most useful for most projects, while the differences show that different data sets may favor different metrics, and metric selection may be needed in advance. Although different metrics might lead to different outcomes in different cases, the usefulness of the LTR approach is not affected significantly, because our approach is applicable in different cases, and does not depend on any particular metrics or data sets.

B. Comparison of Linear Models Optimized by Different Methods (LTR vs. LS)

In this subsection, we compare our LTR linear model with the linear model optimized by LS to investigate whether directly optimizing the model performance measure can construct better models than optimizing the indirect loss function. If LTR performs better than LS, it means that the idea of directly optimizing the model performance measure is useful for constructing SDP models for the ranking task.

To compare these two models, we apply 10 times 10-fold cross-validation over eleven data sets with all metrics, and the corresponding data sets with three metrics selected by InfoGain. We also compare them over Eclipse II with multiple series, using the former release as the training data, and the latter release as the testing data. Because the training data and the testing data are fixed for Eclipse II with multiple releases, we run them 10 times. All results are shown in Table V. The second and third columns are the two linear models (the LTR linear model, and the linear model by LS) over data sets with all metrics, and the fourth and fifth columns are the two linear models over data sets with three metrics. P2.0–2.1 means using Package2.0 as the training data and Package 2.1 as the testing data. Others are similar. The Wilcoxon ranksum at 0.05 significance is used to test whether or not the two models achieve significantly different results. If they are significantly different, the better results are in boldface. The p-value is in the corresponding brackets.

Over the data sets, the LTR linear model performs s-significantly better than the linear model by LS for ten out of eleven data sets with all metrics. When three metrics are used, LTR is never outperformed by LS on all eleven data sets. For data sets with multiple releases, LTR performs better than LS over most data sets. Hence, directly optimizing the ranking performance measure for LTR is useful for constructing better SDP models for the ranking task.

The above results imply that it is easier to capture the important factors related to defects by directly optimizing the ranking performance measure than by optimizing the prediction errors, especially when there are many coefficients (the number is equal to the number of metrics) to be optimized. These results also imply that constructing a linear model by LS might be inappropriate for solving this problem. There are some assumptions for using multiple linear regression models, one of which is that no correlation exists between the independent variables [30]. We use the condition numbers to analyze the correlation between metrics, which are shown in Table VI.

The Infinitive table entries are caused by the existence of metrics with only one value. According to He's definition [30], when the condition number is larger than 100, there exists severe multicollinearity. Therefore, all of these data sets have the problem of severe multicollinearity, which violates the assumption for multiple linear regression models. Under such a situation, the linear models by LS are not accurate, which implies the impropriety of linear models by LS. From Table V, LS constructs better models using three metrics than using all metrics over most data sets. The reason is that pruning useless metrics can
reduce the condition number, and the model can be more accurate, which indicates the usefulness of metric selection.

To sum up, LTR can achieve better results than LS in most cases, especially when all metrics are used, which shows that it is easier for LTR to capture the important factors related to defects by directly optimizing the ranking performance measure than LS by optimizing the prediction errors.

C. Comparison of the Learning-to-Rank Approach With Eight Existing Methods

This subsection aims at finding whether the LTR linear model is comparable with existing nonlinear models. We compare the LTR approach with eight existing methods (RF, RP, BART, NBR, ZINBR, ZIPR, HNBR, HPR) over eleven data sets with all metrics, and three metrics selected by InfoGain. 10 times 10-fold cross-validation is used. All eight methods are implemented using R packages. As mentioned before, we use the suggested parameters in Weyuker et al.’s comparison study [10] for RF, RP, and BART; and use the default parameters for other variations of Poisson regression models because default parameters seemed to be used in Gao et al.’s work [11]. However, for some data sets, some of these methods cannot produce a result. To be specific, RF cannot produce results over Eclipse_II files2.1 and files3.0 data sets because it cannot allocate such a large memory size, so we use part (95% to 85%, depending on specific data sets) of the training data to train RF models over these two data sets. For NBR and other variations of Poisson regression models, they output errors such as “NA/NaN/Inf in foreign function call”, which is triggered because of the absence of an inverse matrix, or the impossibility for a Gamma random variable that the deviance calculation returns something non-finite. Therefore, we try to tune parameters to produce a result when errors are produced. However, some methods cannot produce a result by tuning parameters over some data sets (e.g., ZINBR cannot produce a result over data sets with all metrics by tuning all possible parameters), so the corresponding results are recorded as NA. Results are shown in Tables VII and VIII. Only four existing methods are compared in Table VII because the other four methods (ZINBR, ZIPR, HNBR, HPR) output errors over all data sets with all metrics, which reflects that they have more constraints for the training data. To better evaluate these models, we also show the results of random models which predict modules randomly, and ideal models which give a perfect ranking (the accurate numbers of defects).

From Tables VII and VIII, we can see that RF and LTR obtain better results than other compared methods (except for the ideal models). When all metrics are used, LTR achieves comparable results over three data sets, but worse FPA results than RF over eight data sets. When using only three metrics, LTR obtains better results than RF over four data sets, worse results over only one data set, and comparable results over the other six data sets. LTR performs better than RF using fewer metrics, but worse than RF using all metrics. This might be caused by two potential reasons. One reason is that CoDE could not find the optimal solution for LTR when the number of metrics is large (which corresponds to the solution space). The other reason is that the linear model is more appropriate for three metrics, but not for all metrics. Nevertheless, LTR is an attractive choice for constructing SDP models because of its simplicity. It would be
much easier to tell which metrics are more critical from the coefficients of the linear models than from RF models.

When using all metrics, LTR achieves better FPA results than NBR over eight data sets, worse results over only two data sets, and comparable results over one data set. When using three metrics, LTR obtains better results than NBR over four data sets, and no worse results over all data sets. Therefore, LTR is better than NBR as a whole. NBR is obtained by maximum likelihood, which also relates to the specific number of defects. With only a few samples, it is easier to optimize a model to predict the ranking of defects than to accurately predict the specific number of defects, especially when the solution space is large (the number of metrics is large). The worse results of NBR than LTR over Files2.0, Files2.1, and Files3.0 using all metrics indicate that a good model according to individual-based loss functions might give a poor ranking. Therefore, LTR can obtain better results by optimizing the ranking performance directly in this situation.

LTR is no worse than ZINBR, ZIPR, HNBR, and HPR over all data sets with three metrics. In addition, ZINBR, ZIPR, HNBR, and HPR cannot produce results over data sets with all metrics, and both ZIPR and HPR cannot produce results over two data sets with three metrics. These methods are sensitive to the training data.

The worst performance of RP (a tree) among all methods indicates that a linear or generalized linear model seems to be more appropriate than a tree model for SDP for the ranking task. Nevertheless, BART (sum of trees) achieves larger mean FPA results than RP over most data sets, and RF (ensemble classifiers consisting of many trees) performs better than both BART and RP. This might reflect that ensemble algorithms might be useful to improve the performance of SDP models for the ranking task.

Compared with random models, these construction models are useful, and can give better module ranking according to the number of defects. Nevertheless, compared with ideal models, we still have much room to improve.

To sum up, the LTR linear model is comparable to existing nonlinear models. The LTR approach and RF perform better than other existing methods in most cases. The LTR approach is better for data sets with three metrics, and RF is better for data sets with all metrics. Compared with variations of Poisson regression models, directly optimizing the ranking performance measure is better than maximum likelihood, especially for small data sets with many metrics. Compared with RP and BART, the LTR approach obtains better results over all data sets.

### D. Comparison of LTR and Existing Methods Over Data Sets With More Releases

SDP models are usually used to predict the defects of software modules in a new release [3], [7]. Results based on data sets with more releases are particularly interesting and useful in practice. This section aims at further comparing LTR with existing methods over data sets with more releases. To be specific, we apply them to Eclipse II data sets, and their reduced data sets with three metrics selected by InfoGain. We use the former release as the training set, and the latter release as the testing set. The metrics of reduced data sets are selected based only on training data. Results are recorded in Tables IX and X. P2.0-2.1 in the tables means using package2.0 as the training set and package2.1 as the testing set, and others are similar. Because some algorithms cannot obtain models over some data sets, we compare LTR with only five methods in this experiment.

In general, results in Tables IX and X are consistent with results in Tables VII and VIII when comparing LTR and other existing methods. LTR and RF perform best among all these methods, RF is better for all metrics, and LTR is better for three metrics. The comparison of LTR and NBR further demonstrates that directly optimizing the ranking performance is better than optimizing other loss functions (LS and maximum likelihood) for most cases, especially when there are many metrics.

According to Tables IX and X, RP, NBR, and LS are stable methods which achieve fixed models when training data are fixed because their standard variance is 0. RF is also quite stable, whose standard variance is small (less than 0.001). LTR can obtain comparably stable models for three metrics, but not for all metrics. BART is not stable for either all metrics or three metrics. However, from Tables V, VII, and VIII, the standard deviations of all methods are relatively large, yet the standard deviation of LTR is even smaller than the stable methods in many cases. The high standard deviations of these models might...
suggest that their parameters are sensitive to data in some degree. The main reason might be over-fitting, especially for relatively fixed models such as RF, RP, NBR, and LS. For unstable methods such as LTR and BART, instability is another reason.

Because the percentage of defects in the top 20% modules is a practical measure in real situations [10], we show the defect numbers in the top 20% modules of one specific run (randomly chosen) over Eclipse II with multiple releases in Fig. 1, to further compare these six methods. LinearR means linear models by LS. As we can see, LTR performs best according to the defect number in the top 20% modules when all metrics are used. However, the differences between LTR, LS, NBR, and RF are not distinct for three metrics.

To sum up, LTR and RF perform best among all these methods. According to FPA, RF is better for all metrics, and LTR is better for three metrics. According to the percentage of defects in the top 20% modules, LTR performs best for all metrics, but the differences between LTR, LS, NBR, and RF are not distinct for three metrics.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Eleven public datasets are used in our experiments, and eight existing methods for constructing SDP models are compared. The cross-validation method is used to obtain results. All of these make us confident that the obtained results are strongly related to the SDP domain, and the results are convincing. Despite our extensive experimental studies, some potential threats to validity should be considered.

A. Threats to Internal Validity

A threat to the validity of the results presented in this study is the choice of the performance measure for SDP for the ranking task. There are reasons for us to choose FPA; (1) has demonstrated that FPA is similar to the area under the Alberg diagram that was demonstrated to be reasonable for evaluating SDP models for the ranking task [13]; FPA is the up-to-date performance measure proposed for SDP for the ranking task, which overcomes the shortcoming of the percentage of the defects found in the top m modules [10].

However, when other goals of SDP models for the ranking task are considered (for example, only the percentage of defects found in the top m modules are considered), we should change the choice, which might lead to a different conclusion.

Another threat is the choice of parameters for the model construction methods. We simply set the parameters according to existing work [10] or default parameters. For different datasets or different numbers of metrics, the best parameters might be different, which might lead to different results.

B. Threats to External Validity

The main threat to external validity is the datasets. There are not many existing publicly available datasets for the ranking task. Our experiments are based on a large collection of publicly available datasets, including not only the commonly used Eclipse II [7], but also the recently provided datasets that include many process metrics [5]. However, these two sets of data are only a very small part of all possible datasets, among which there are many datasets based on industrial software systems [11] that are not publicly available. Other datasets might include different metrics, and totally different modules. Therefore, the conclusions over these two sets of data might not hold for other datasets.

The idea of directly optimizing the ranking performance can be applied to any models, that is, linear or nonlinear models. However, the performance of the specific LTR model in this paper relies on CoDE. For other models, CoDE might be inappropriate.

Finally, we ignore the module size or testing cost in this paper, and only ranking models that predict an order of modules according to the number of defects are considered. Some applications might prefer ranking models according to the defect density, or require us to consider testing cost, whose predicted values should be different. Although the method might be applicable by simply changing the predicted value of the number
of defects into the defect density, there is no guarantee that this method will work well on a different goal.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

SDP for the ranking task helps to allocate testing resources more efficiently by predicting which modules are likely to have more defects [10]–[12]. SDP data are collected by different companies and by different people, which are noisy. As a result, predicting a precise number of defects for each software module is hard or even impossible due to the lack of accurate historical data. Some researchers propose to use the performance measure based on ranking to evaluate SDP models, such as CLC [6], [13], and FPA [10]. However, existing SDP models are optimized to accurately predict a specific number of defects. Yet a good model according to individual-based loss functions might fail to give a good ranking. Therefore, we suggested constructing models by directly optimizing the ranking performance measure [14].

In this paper, we have applied the LTR approach to a wide range of real-world data sets, and given a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of LTR against other algorithms. We have also investigated the relationship between CLC and FPA, and the necessity of metric selection over two sets of data for SDP for the ranking task.

The main findings from our studies include the following.

1) According to the comparison of LTR with the linear model using LS, LTR models achieved significantly better results than LS models, especially over data sets with many metrics. These results showed that directly optimizing the model performance measure could lead to better prediction models than optimizing square errors in most cases, because directly optimizing the ranking performance measure could capture important factors related to defects more easily. Therefore, the idea of directly optimizing the ranking performance is useful.

2) According to the comparison of LTR with existing methods, LTR and RF were better than other methods. LTR was better on data sets with three metrics, and RF was better on the original data sets. According to the percentages of defects in the top 20% modules, LTR was better over data sets with multiple releases. Compared with RF, LTR models did not perform better in all cases. However, LTR has its own merits, including better performance in some cases, and clearer interpretation of the relationship between prediction values and metrics. As noted by Weyuker et al. [10], it is difficult for RF to interpret the relationship between prediction values and metrics. In contrast, linear models can give a clearer interpretation of the relationship that may indicate which metrics are more relevant to defects. Overall, LTR is a good choice for constructing SDP models for the ranking task with both high accuracy and clear interpretability.

3) The main reason for the unsuitability of linear regression models and generalized linear regression models such as NBR in solving SDP for the ranking task is that there exists severe multicollinearity in the experimental data.

4) According to (1), CLC and FPA should be consistent in evaluating a ranking. This means that using one of them is sufficient to evaluate SDP models for the ranking task.

5) Our empirical studies show that two or three metrics worked well for SDP for the ranking task.

As a whole, our approach has two major benefits. Firstly, LTR learns relative ranking only, and does not need to predict the number of defects for each software module precisely. Hence, LTR is more robust against noisy SDP data. Secondly, those existing approaches that try to predict explicitly the number of defects in a software module, actually used these predicted numbers to rank the modules, to allocate testing resources to the most faulty modules. In such cases, it is natural to learn the ranking directly. LTR provides such a way.

Directly optimizing the ranking performance measure of prediction models could give a better ranking than optimizing the individual-based loss functions, and LTR performed well in our experiments, especially over data sets with three metrics. However, when the number of metrics is large, the LTR linear model performed worse than RF. The potential reasons include the difficulty for CoDE to find the optimal solution in a large solution space, and the insufficiency of the linear model to characterize all information when there are many metrics. Therefore, in our future work, we study how to find the optimal solution for the LTR model in the large solution space, and investigate the LTR nonlinear model for SDP for the ranking task. In this paper, we have only applied InfoGain to select the metrics. In our future work, we will apply more metric selection methods to investigate more deeply the effectiveness of metrics for SDP for the ranking task.
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